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Descriptive Summary

Creator: Hall, Max.
Title: Max Hall papers, 1938-1990
Call Number: Manuscript Collection No. 734
Extent: .5 linear ft. (1 box)
Abstract: Papers of Max Hall writer, editor, and alumnus of Emory University. The collection mainly consists of correspondence regarding Hall's time in Atlanta.
Language: Materials entirely in English.
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Unprocessed collection.

Collection Description

Biographical Note
Max Hall (1911?-, writer, editor, and alumnus of Emory University, worked for newspapers in Atlanta and New York (1933-1951). Hall was a government employee (1951-1957), editorial
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**Scope and Content Note**
The collection consists of the papers of Max Hall from 1988-1990. The Max Hall papers mainly include correspondence discussing Hall's experience as a sports writer for the Atlanta Constitution and experiences at Emory University. Correspondents include Boisfeuillet Jones, James V. Carmichael, Goodrich C. White, Thomas English, S. Walter Martin, Randolph Fort, Walt Davis, and Leroy Loemker.

**Arrangement Note**
Unprocessed collection.